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Available since 1999.

For Use on
Standard Trim For Use on Brass* Trim For Use on Stainless Steel* Trim
10830 10832 10831

NOTE: Order solenoid valve separately.

Electric Release Module is for use with Viking Solenoid Valve Part Nos. 11591, 11592, 11593, 11594, 11601, and 11602.

The Viking Electric Release Module is for use on Viking Deluge and Flow Control valves only. Verify that the valve is trimmed with Conventional Trim installed according to the current Conventional Trim Chart for the valve used. Install the Electric Release Module using the connections provided and as shown in Figure 1 on this page.

*Refer to technical data describing the Halar® Coated Deluge Valve and the Viking Foam Systems Engineering and Design Data book for applications where brass and stainless steel trim are recommended.

WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm- www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

ORDER DELUGE VALVE, TRIM, SOLENOID VALVE, AND RELEASE MODULE TRIM SEPARATELY.